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TIMELESS CHARM,
MODERN COMFORT
Welcome to a well refurbished five-bedroom villa, nestled within
the serene backdrop of the prestigious Quinta do Lago resort.
Set amidst the lush greenery, this elegant property offers a
seamless blend of classic sophistication and modern comfort.
 
The double height hallway showcases the exquisite donkey
brick artistry on the ceiling, adding a touch of charm to the villa,
and leads onto the spacious lounge with a fireplace and
adorned with sliding doors that open onto the inviting pool
terrace. The adjacent dining area, boasting a wine cellar,
provides the perfect setting for intimate gatherings. Beyond
this, an exterior eating terrace with a built-in BBQ, offers a
delightful space for al-fresco dining. The well-appointed kitchen,
equipped with AEG appliances, is complemented by a separate
laundry room for added convenience. On this level, two
generously sized bedroom suites offer privacy and comfort,
accompanied by a separate guest WC.
 
Ascending to the first floor, there are three more bedroom
suites, including the principal bedroom that opens onto a
private terrace, providing panoramic views of the surroundings.
Each suite is designed with meticulous attention to detail,
ensuring a luxurious retreat for residents. The basement is
dedicated to practicality, offering ample parking space and an
abundance of storage facilities to cater to your every need. The
pool, a focal point of relaxation, is heated for year-round
enjoyment, while the beautifully landscaped garden adds a
touch of natural splendor to the property.
 
Indulge in the epitome of refined living, where every detail has
been carefully curated to offer a lifestyle that seamlessly
combines elegance, functionality, and the joys of resort-style
living.

https://www.maprorealestate.com/en/lifestyle/resorts-algarve/quinta-do-lago/


 

€ 7.950.000
PRICE

REF 486

FACTS & FEATURES

Ownership:  Company
 

Constr. Year  2003

Garden  Landscaped
 

Swimming Pool  Heated

Garage  Double
 

Heating  Under-floor (Water)

Air Conditioning  Split Units
 

Alarm  Yes

Fireplace  Gas
 

Furnished  Negotiable

Extras  Electric Gate
 

Features  Wine Cellar, BBQ

Views  Golf Course
 

Beach  5Km

Golf  Walking Distance
 

Airport  19Km

447.37m2 1.720m2 5 6

IMPORTANT NOTICE: These details are guidelines only. They do not form part of

any contact and may change at any time without prior notice.
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